Introduction
Let (R, m) be a local CM-ring and M a finitely generated (shortly f.g.) R-module. M is a maximal CM module (shortly MCM R-modules. The isomorphism classes of indecomposable MCM R-modules form the vertices of the AuslanderReiter quiver F(R) of R. Section 3 studies the behaviour of r(R) under base change; best results (cf. (3.10), (3.14)) being partial answers to the conjectures from [Sc] (7.3) . Unfortunately, the proofs use the difficult theory of Artin approximation (cf. [Ar] , or [Pol] ).
A different easier method is to use the so-called CM-reduction ideals as we did in [Po2] (4.9) or have in (3.2), (3.3). This procedure is very powerful in proving results describing how large is the set of those positive integers which are multiplicities of the vertices of r(R), in fact the first Brauer-Thrall conjecture (cf. [Di] , [Yo] , [Po2] or here (4.2), (4.3)). However the Corollary (3.3) obtained by this method is much weaker than (3.10) which uses Artin approximation theory. The reason is that the conditions under which we know the existence of CM-reduction ideals are still too complicated. Trying to simplify them we see that the difficulty is just to prove some bound properties on MCM modules (cf. Section 2) which we hope to hold for every excellent henselian local CM-ring. Our Theorem (4.4) and Corollary (4.6) give sufficient conditions when the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture holds, and our Corollary (4.7) is a nice application to rational double points (inspirated by [Yo] (4.1)).
We would like to thank L. Badescu and J. Herzog for helpful conversations on (4.7), (3.10), (3.16) respectively. Proof. Let x ~ Is(R). Then Rx is a regular ring and so Mx is projective over Rx . Indeed, if q Spec R with x ~ q then Mq is free over Rq by [He] Proof. By André-Radu's Theorem the structural morphism j: R ~ R' is regular (see [An] or [BR1] , [BR2] [Po2] (4.4)) and so there exists a formally smooth Noetherian complete local R-algebra (R', m') such that R'/m' ~ K and dim R' = dim R + rank r K/k (see EGA (22.2.6 ), or [NP] Corollary (3.6)). Now apply Lemmas (1.5), (1.6). Indeed, f xe+sZ~N' for a certain z E N then xe+sz = 0 by the above Lemma and so z E N'. Applying the functor HomA(M, -) to (1) has a retraction (resp. a section) iff it has one modulo bs.
As (A, a) is an AP-couple we can find a factorization f = gh, h: M ~ P, g: P ~ N such that (B/aSB) (D A ~ (B/aSB) (D A h, (B/aSB) ~A ~ (B/aSB) ~A g (the idea follows the proofs of (3.5), (3.6)). Since Alas Bla'B it follows that (Ala') Q h has no retraction and (Ala') Q g has no section. Thus h has no retraction and g has no section. Contradiction ( f is irreducible)! Proof of (3.9.1). As in the proof of (3.5) we see that u has a retraction (resp. a section) iff a certain linear system L of equations over B has a solution in B. Let 13 be the completion of B with respect to n. Then by a strong approximation Theorem (cf. e.g. [Po l] (1.5) there exists a positive integer SE N such that L has solutions in 13 iff it has solutions in B/ns. If u has a retraction (resp. a section) modulo b' then L has a solution in B/bs. Thus L has a solution in /ns and so a solution in 13. Then by faithfully flatness L has a solution in B, i.e. u has a retraction (resp. a section).
(3.10) THEOREM. Suppose that (R, m) is an excellent Henselian local ring and A is the completion of R with respect to I,(R). Then the base change functor A OR -induces an inclusion 0393(R) c r(A) which is surjective on vertices. I n particular #03930(R) = #03930(A).
Proof. By hypothesis (R, Is(R)) is an AP-couple (cf. [Pol] (1.3)) and thus A OR -induces an inclusion ro(R) c ro(A) (cf. (3.8)) which is in fact an equality by [El] Theorem 3 (cf. the proof of ((4.2)). Now it is enough to apply Lemma (3.9).
(3.11) COROLLARY. Conserving the hypothesis of Theorem (3.10) suppose that (i) R is a Gorenstein isolated singularity and p = char R (i.e. R is of equal characteristic) (ii) k is algebraically closed.
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Then R is of finite CM-type iff its completion A is a simple hypersurface singularity.
Proof. Note that R is of finite CM-type iff A is a simple hypersurface singularity by [Kn] , [BGS] Theorem A and [GK] (1.4) since # ro(R) = # ro(A).
(3.12) COROLLARY. Conserving the hypothesis of Theorem (2.10), suppose that k = C and the completion B of R with respect to m is a hypersurface. Then R has countable infinite CM-type iff B is a singularity of type A~, D 00.
The result follows from [BGS] (1.3) and so the map RA is strong algebraically pure by (iii) (cf. [BNP] (5.6)). Now apply Lemmas (3.5), (3.6). [Yo] A14 or [Re] ).
Let N be an indecomosable MCM R-module. If there is an irreducible map N ~ M (resp. P ~ M ~ N) then it factorizes by E ~ M (resp. M -E) and thus N is a direct summand in E. The converse is also true (cf. e.g. [Re] (3.2)) and in particular, (1) We proceed with a combinatorial remark (cf. also [HPR] ). Let r = (ro, rl ) be an undirected graph, ro the set of vertices, 03931 ~ ro x ro the set of edges ((i, i) ~ 03931 for all i E ro and (i, j) E r 1 iff ( j, i) E 03931). (ii) r is subadditive, (iii) r is not bounded and has minimal value 1.
Then r is A 00: a a ------and r(i) = i for all i.
Proof. Note that (*) implies: Then for all n~F l, n a 1 there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable MCM R-modules ofrank n. In particular the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture holds.
The result follows from (1.7) and (4.5).
